
Judging Results for Valley Middle School 2021 STN Virtual Convention

Middle School Commercial

0047-C2116M-01 - Valley Middle School

Judge #1 Scoring:

Story Development  

Lighting & Cinematography  

Blocking & Directing  

Sound & Music  

Editing  

Technique  

Closeness to Topic  

Followed Rules & Regulations  

What works:  

A really nice job in taking the prompt -- the challenge -- and �guring out how to sell the GoPro's

attributes. 

I like the opening visual triplet -- the tease of action shots -- and then you get to the question. The

visual triplet is especially nice because you mix music in with natural sound. Also -- the �rst shot is

coming at me, on level, the second shot, I'm looking down, the third shot, I'm looking up. Excellent. 

"Hold on" -- with the pause graphic. Nice.  

You use a triplet in the positives of the Go Pro -- vlogging, security, interviews. Nice symmetry. 

The message is straight forward -- the narration is concise and clear -- your overall message is spot

on.  

What could use more work:  

Watch your audio levels. The guy on the beach .. he should be a bit louder. 

The nat for the guy who hits the door could be a touch louder and so could the interview "water is

too salty". Not a ton louder, but a bit. 

The security shot is quick -- �ne -- but it doesn't quite make sense. He taps on the door once and

then turns around looking guilty? What action could he do that is more realistic? (he does

something like try the door or the window, and then looks and sees he's being watched). But just

running to the door, hitting it, and then turning. Doesn't make sense.  

Final shot. White text, black background. Okay. Is there something more interesting you could do

(that, perhaps, shows me what you are selling?) I never SEE the product. You want to show me the

product, right? 

I would have to think the folks at GoPro would like to see this - it is really quality work that helps

promote their product.

Middle School Movie Trailer

0047-C2117M-01 - Valley Middle School

Judge #1 Scoring:

Story Development  

Lighting & Cinematography  

Blocking & Directing  

Sound & Music  

Editing Technique  

Closeness to Topic  

Followed Rules & Regulations  

Good opening line. OK plot theme. While trying to establish emptiness, I did see a truck drive by in

window re�ection. I liked the shadow work. Good lighting and picture quality. Needed to hear

natural sound, especially feet of kid running, etc.

Middle School Music Video

0047-C2118M-01 - VMS Music Video STN

Judge #1 Scoring:

Story Development  

Lighting & Cinematography  

All of this in a single day? Is it meant to be a single date or a relationship gone bad? A lot of long 2

shots... needs more variety in shot types and camera angles. Close ups reveal more emotion - cuts

don't even happen on the beat.



Blocking & Directing  

Editing Technique  

Closeness to Topic  

Followed Rules & Regulations  

Middle School Public Service Announcement

0047-C2119M-01 - Valley Middle School

Judge #1 Scoring:

Story Development  

Lighting & Cinematography  

Blocking & Directing  

Sound & Music  

Editing Technique  

Closeness to Topic  

Followed Rules & Regulations  

I liked your PSA - i just thought it needed something more  

More narration, more graphics - it was simple - which is �ne, but I wanted more from this to help tell

the story  

Your shots were great and it was well put together!

Middle School Short Story

0047-C2120M-01 - Valley Middle School

Judge #1 Scoring:

Story Development  

Lighting & Cinematography  

Blocking & Directing  

Sound & Music  

Editing Technique  

Closeness to Topic  

Followed Rules & Regulations  

OK plot. Why are masks used sometimes and not others. The open had boys with no masks on same

bench, but later they are on same bench and have masks. Should be consistent one way or the

other or some sort of expiation as to why the change. Too many back-to-back medium and wide

shots. Need more close-ups! Use more shot sequencing instead of long shots. OK audio mix.

Judge #2 Scoring:

Story Development  

Lighting & Cinematography  

Blocking & Directing  

Sound & Music  

Editing Technique  

Closeness to Topic  

Followed Rules & Regulations  

This �lm had a few solid aspects to it. Chie�y, the lighting and cinematography was very good.

While the exposure on some shots was a bit off, and there could have been more tight shots,

everything was clear, focused, and framed well. The editing was also pretty smooth in most places,

though the �lm could have been paced faster. Also, the cuts don't always have to be on the

dialogue. Don't be afraid to throw some J and L cuts in there. 

Improvements could de�nitely have been made in the development of the story. While we did see

Berk try and fail at two sports, we were never shown why it was important to him to succeed, and

he never seemed to put much effort into the things he was attempting, making it hard to get

invested in him as a character and his story as a whole. This also contributed to deductions with

closeness to topic. Knowing that this was about an identity crisis, that crisis was identi�able, but

without that knowledge, it would have been hard to classify this that way. There was not a lot of

variation in the "identities" he was testing out, and no real stakes that warranted calling it a personal

crisis.  

With regard to audio, the dialogue was clear and crisp for the most part, but the levels could have

been payed more attention to in the conversation that was had with the Coach. The use of

ambience/atmosphere tones and nat sound was also inconsistent. Nat sound in particular shows a

great attention to detail, and while sometimes added sounds may go unnoticed, the lack of those

sounds rarely does. Sounds like the skateboard falling and the boys patting each other on the cheat

were great, but the �lm was lacking nat sound for things like Berk's chewing gum, the football

being caught, and the footsteps on the �eld were missing.  

Good job overall, and congratulations!

Middle School Spot Feature



0047-C2121M-01 - Valley Middle School

Judge #1 Scoring:

Reporting  

Writing & Narration  

Shooting Audio & Video  

Editing Audio & Video  

Camera Presence  

Closeness to Topic  

Followed Rules & Regulations  

Try to light the interview subject - she needed �ll light on her face. OR, if you don't have a light, try

to position her in such a way where outdoor light is shining on her face through a window. I liked

the on camera standup - interesting about how they share their knowledge and don't hide their

recipes. At :31, the reporter comes back in and his audio is louder than the rest of the story. Great

video work throughout with pretty shots of the ice cream, steam, restaurant, etc. It looks like you

clipped the mic on her at the top of her shirt; try to clip the transmitter somewhere where it doesn't

shot up on camera. Overall, very nicely done.

Middle School Tell the Story Editing

0047-C2122M-01 - Valley Middle School Tell The Story Editing

Judge #1 Scoring:

Writing & Narration  

Editing Audio   

Editing Video  

Voice Performance  

Closeness to Topic (Focus)  

Followed Rules & Regulations  

Great opening sound bite - it really shows her enthusiasm and personality. Great use of the puppets

talking as a nat sound break. It looks like you color corrected her �rst sound bite but didn't on the

rest of her sound bites - the video looks darker in those. Good enthusiasm from the reporter

narrating the story. Well written and good information. Nice job!

Crazy 8s MS News Show

0047-C21C8MSN-01 - Valley Middle School

Judge #1 Scoring:

Reporting  

Writing & Narration  

Shooting Audio & Video  

Editing Audio & Video  

Camera Presence  

Production Value  

Closeness to Topic  

Followed Directions  

Open was a little tough with both anchors sharing a mic and the graphics with their names should

have been together and up longer.  

Max's package was nice. A couple of jump cuts with good pacing and nat sound moments. Liked his

bridge except his Helen was crooked.  

Cash's weather needed some more nat sound and he was not enthusiastic about the subject.  

Skating story was strong even with the jump cuts. Lots of good moments and pacing. 

COVID story needed some b roll and please hide the mic cord.  

The standup at 5:00 was perfect. Great lighting and composition.  

Magic window was interesting, should have remarked from the top it was the opinion of the reporter

not fact based.  

Kallen's story was nice, some jump cuts but nice shooting.  

All in all a good news show. Concise, and paced well.


